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ACQuired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
Acquired
Syndr~~e {AIDS}
{AI~l
risk.
is not a single disease but a lethal condition of nsk.
The AIDS virus attacks and disables the immune
system of the human OOdy. It destroys the cells
normally protect the body against infection.
which nonnally
A patient with this condition is therefore vulner·
"optx/rtunistic" infections
able to a long list of "optxlrtunistic"
which the immune system would normally be able
to rebuff without harm. The median survival of
patients diagnosed as suffering from "Category A"
AIDS is about one year. The virus has been found
in blcxxl, semen, saliva and tears. It is infectious
but, as compared to earlier infectious diseases,
but.
AIDS is relatively hard to contract. Almost exclus·
ively, the condition is spread by exchange of bodily
ively
fluids
nui~ through sexual relations or by sharing of
intravenous needles. The overwhelming proportion
of reported cases of AIDS in Australia. as in other
countries, fall into well identified groups: homosexcountries.
uals, bisexuals, haemophiliacs and intravenous
uals.
drug.users. The identification of these groups has
drug-users.
affected public and legal reaction to AIDS. It has
promoted legal
le~l and adminis·
a?mi.n~
heightened fears and promot~
involve discrimi·
trative responses which are said to lOvolve
~lSCIUDl
compassion and
nation and prejudice rather than compasslOn
prevention.
The introduction in November 1985 into the
New South WaJes Parliament of a Bill, later passed
Pub/Ic Health (Proclaimed Diseases) Amendas the Public
1985, demonstrates that specific legismmt Act 1985.
lation on AIDS has reached Australia. The purpose
of this paper is to review the legislative and other
oth~r
or reported in
legal developments proposed or.
~
countries. But first It
it
Australia and other Western countnes.
is appropriate to place the isolation of the AIDS
condition into an historical context.
No lawmaker or bureaucrat should approach the
drafting of Australian laws on AIDS without
reading the recent Sydney University Press book by

National Conference on AIJ?S.
AIDS.
I A paper presented to the NationaJ
Melbourm:. 16 Novembe~
November 1985. It represents the eXprciSKln
expression
Melbourm=.
or the author's personal VieW!.
vieW!.
oC

P. H. Curson, Times oj Crisis (1985): The book
outlines the history of six epidemiCs which occurred
in Sydney,
Sydney. starting with a smallpox outbreak.
ou~br~k in
fmishing with
wi,th a smallpox epidemiC
epidemic III
in
1789 and flOishing
of bubonic plague in 1900.
1881 and an outbreak 'of
The author notes in his preface the interest in the
"'upsurge of hysteria and panic" in AIDS and
compares it with earlier such instances. From the
very beginning of Australia's history, our people
have been familiar with epidemics. On many of the
convict boats bringing their human cargo to
Australia, a third of the passengers perished from
Australia
disease. I But.
But in the nine~nth
nineteenth
the spread
spr~d of, disease,
century
century, disease was borne Wlth
with greater stoIClSm_
stoicism.
There are
a~e many reasons for this. They include the
deeper sense of religious fatalism which accompanied earlier outbreaks and the absence of the
triumphs of medical science which has produced
unbelief in our mooem community that AIDS
cannot be beaten with a pill or a shot of vaccine.
Furthermore, although mortality was high in the
AlDS, the absence of
case of plague, in the case of AIDS,
any known cure and the virtual certainty of death
in most fully-developed cases of AIDS makes the
condition more frightening to a community whose
fears are enlivened by widespread media interest.'
1881·2 smallpox epidemic in Sydney there
In the 1881-2
alarm. Nine hundred
was a similar community aJacm.
quarantined, 700 of them in
people were formally quarantined.
were primiti~e.
primitive.
ships off the coast.· Conditions "Yere
Ultimately the Government decided to build
improved quarantine facilities at Little Bay.' The
Chinese were suspected to be the source of the
down.· They
outbreak. Their houses were burned down.'
were made scapegoats. Trains leaving the colony of
New South Wales were searched at Albury to

!n

2CUMn, cp. cit., at p. 10.
2CuMn.op,cit.,atp.l~..

.
K. Mutton and I. GUS!,
Gusi, "Acquired lnununc DefICIency
DefICiency
•I K,

(I983) Medialf
MediaJf Journal of AwlrtlfJa
AwlrQlla 540; R.
Syndrome" (l983)

Penny
Penny, "Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome: Report of
ease" (1983) Med/cJJ./
Med/aJ.1 Journal of
First Australian AIDS ease"
Australia 5S4
554..
Curson, op. cit., at p. lOS.
• CUMn,
• Ibid., at
at p. 101,
101.
Ibid., at
at p.
p. 101,
107.
• ibid"
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prevent the spread of disease to Victoria,?
Victoria.? Political
POlitical
or compulsory vaccinations
leader.; began to talk of
population.· The newspaper.;
newspapers fanned
for the whole population,'
Plague". 1
public fear.; by articles on "the Great Plague".1
Does all of this sound familiar?
The outbreak of plague in 1900 caused even
greater mass hysteria. lD'D Large areas of Sydney were
Neighbours were encouraged to spy on
closed off. 11 Neighbour.;
neighbours. The Chinese, again, were subjected to
neighbour.;,
virulent campaigns of abuse and isolation. ,.
I. The
arrangements.
p::lliticians reacted with quarantine arrangements,
numbers of Chinese were forced to occupy
Large number.;
,. Rat<atching squads were
tents on the beaches. I.
,. The churches were
organised, private and public. 14
crowded to overflowing on days of Humiliation and
Prayer. ,. Health officials of the time had to struggle
against an unfortunate mixture of self-interest,
ignorance, panic and over·reaction. The overzealous policy of quarantine caused a great deal of
personal and family tragedy and much business
,. But some good came of it all. When the
ruin. 1.
threat of plague disappeared, and no more cases
were reported after twenty·nine weeks, there was a
beneficial public reaction. Calls were made for the
ceronn
health. 17
'7 The need to
refonn of laws on public hea1th.
improve the JXXlr housing of the working class was
generally recognised. ,. In this way, a terrible event
was turned to some good.
It is hard in Australia. at the end of 1985, to see
advantage coming out of the AIDS predicament.
For people diagnosed, it is a per.;onal tragedy and.
and,
for
often, a family crisis. It is stressful to health
work.ers and others, particularly because the vicworkers
young., with much to five for. From
tims are often young,
society's point of view, it is doubly tragic. Just as
society'S
our community was lifting itself out of the morass
of primitive prejudice against homosexual men and
women, AIDS appeared to fuel the flames of
them, where it was hoped
prejudice and to rekindle them.
extinguished.
they had been extinguished,
Let there be no doubt that this melancholy result
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JIbid.• atp.IIO.
'Ibid.,atp.IIO.
I Ibid., at p. 112.
I Ibid., at p. 115_
115.
"Ibid., at p. 137.
"Ibid., It p. 138.
I.II Loc. cit.
'IIbid.,atp.ISI.
'IIbid.,atp.151.
··Ibid.,
"Ibid_, at p. 153.
l'Ibid,
p. 161.
'I Ibid.. at fl.
"Ibid., atp_
"Ibid.•
atp. 169.
"Ibid., alp. 171.
"Ibid,
"Ibid.•
"Ibid.. at p. 169.
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has occurred in Australia and in other like communities. A politician in the United States, at a
meeting discussing AIDS, did not know that the
solution was "shoot
microphone was left on. His SOlution
11 Other.;;
Others; more temperate, in England,
queers"....
the queers"
expressed. the view that God had sent divine
intervention to punish wickedness.· Correspondents wrote to Australian newspapers contending
that homosexuals were "a cancer on society" who
refused to put "blame where it belongs". n Attempts
in those remaining jurisdictions, where laws
punishing people for consensual acts of their sexual
the- books, to repeal and
orientation remain on the·
aIarmist petitions exreform those laws provoked alarmist
pressing fear that any change in the law would
reduce society's defences and encourage the spread
of AIDS to the general population. II
This paper is not about the medical condition of
AIDS. Nor is it about the history of the condition
1981_ II
since its first reports in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1981.
instead, to provide a catalogue of
It is designed, instead.
legislative and other legal responses to the spread of
AIDS. An attempt will be made to categorise the
responses according to the approach that is to be
taken: from "full blast", through "moderate heat"
to "low key" or an attempt to avoid or minimise
legal intervention.
Before venturing upon this task., however. it is
important to have some idea of the extent of the
problem. By November 1985 it was reported that
7,418 persons had died of AIDS in the United
States., half of them in New York.
York.. There were
States,
14,393 confirmed cases. The figures were doubling
every ten months." In Europe 1,226 cases had
been reported. At present there were said to have
been 400 deaths in France, 250 in West Germany
and 180
ISO in the United Kingdom." One recent
report suggests that the numbers of cases of fully·
devek>ped AIDS diagnosed in Australia had
"slowed dramatically" and that earlier official esti·
mates of 200 deaths by the end of 1985 and 600 by
the end of 1986 now seemed unlikely to be borne
out. The ftgures in November 1985 were 134
category A cases, 57 deaths. In order to judge the
"\Sydney}
II\Sydncy) Suu, I November 1985.

Tekgn1ph. Sydney, 9 November 1985.
• Daily TekgNph,

11 ~ AU5tra/ian. 28 September
september 1985.
n
D As 10
Zea1and petition, sec Sydney Morning
D
to the New Zeaiand
OCtober 1985.
Herald. 23 October
ScientisJ. 20 June 1985. See
see also tbe table in
D New ScientisI,
Momlng Herald,
Herald. 14 Novembc:r
November 1985, p_
p. 2.
Sydney Morning
The Australian, 4 October
OCtober 1985.
:M TM
Sydrley Morning Herald.
HmJid. 22 October 1985.
,. Sydney
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nature of the legal responses that arc appropriate to
address any epidemic - whether smallpox. plague
or AIDS - it is necessary to have some idea of its
present magnitude, its likely future count, the
availability of cures and protections against its

spread and the objectives being sought by legal
intervention. Unless Iawmaken have these factors
constantly before them, consideration of the history
over·reaction
of earlier epidemics suggest that gross over-reaction
can occur, causing social disruption and much
personal injustice.

What, then, are the legal reactions that have
been introduced or suggested as a means of coping
with the spread of the AIDS virus?
FULL BLAST: SocJny's
Socnrrv's DEFENCES

of Fetu
Extremes ofFem
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t
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At the very extreme of irrational fear are those
who write to the newspapers suggesting that AIDS
should be used in support of the criminal justice
system. One letter, which should'only be repeated
to show the depths to wltich
which human passion can
urged that AIDS be
sink, may be referred to. It urgC<!
used to infect criminals, in order to reduce the
criminal population. Short of th~is
thts:-is the suggestion
that there should be compulsory _blood tests of the
whole population and also travel restrictions to
limit the travel of homosexu8.1
homosexuaJ men to San
Francisco and back, for fear that they will intr'f>
intrf>
duce the virus or increase i~ prevalence in
~n justified or
AUstralia. Such measures have 4>een
supported by reference to the nOed for society to
build a wall and prevent the influx of danger. The
difficulty is one of getting the .b:alance right be·
tween effective control and excessive or unacceptable intrusion into perronal freedom. How would
• such passengers be identified as they tumbled out of
the jumbo jet, after the long;haul
long ,'haul across the
CQming from San
Pacific? Unless every person cc;>ming
Francisco were to be tested, how could you be
sure? Yet some people travel around the world and,
although they spend some time ih
in San Francisco,
Francisco.
return ~ia.London.
~ia.London. Are they also to be tested? Why
limit it to San Francisco? What about Los Angeles?
What about New York? In shorti the logic of this
proposal requires either its abandonment or insist·
ence upon compulsory testing of all immigrants.
Yet some immigrants will be doubtless at risk/rom
Australians rather than the qther way around.
The cost of instituting tests at the airports or
requiring tests overseas as a price-for visas would be
enormous., An equation is -,at
',at work here. Would
such a toll in cost and inConvenience. with the
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inevitable deterrent effect upon the touOst
tourist industry, be worth the limited protection secured? Does
the magnitude of the problem justify such a
reaction? Would only cases of fully-developed
AIDS be excluded? Would it seriously be suggested
that a returning Australian with AIDS antibodies
(who might or might not go on to AIDS) be'denied
entry to his or her native land? One has only to
mention these difficulties involved in the proJX)S81,
proJX)S8l.
to appreciate the unacceptability of it.
it_ Yet it is
is
doubtless put forward in all
aU sincerity. Moreover, it
reflects similar reactions when ships were kept off
the coast of Sydney during earlier epidemics. in the
name of society's right to exclude potential
contaminators.

Univena/
Universal Testing
Another suggestion that has been made prop:lSeS
prop:lSCS
universal testing. There are precedents -in
-in the law
for such an approach. Compulsory X·rays
X-rays for
tuberculosis were required in New SOuth Wales
M
under the Public Health
Hea/th Act
Act- and in other
Australian States. Ultimately, somebody did the
sums and found that the incidence of tuberculosis
was so low and the cost and actual risk of mass X·
Xrays were so high that the problem did not merit
the solution. Might it not also be so with AIDS?
Where are the personnel who would administer
national testing? What would be the utility of it?
Unless it is proposed that all persons with AIDS
antibodies be isolated, such universal testing would
be disproportionately costly to the public health
advantages secured. Furthennore, "passing" the
test would be of limited use.
usc. The test might fail to
show a very recently acquired exposure to the
AIDS virus. It would certainly fail to show an
eXJX)Sure
eXJX)$ure acquired immediately after the tcst.
test. Unless everyOOdy is to be tested constantly and
repeatedly, the utility of testing would be hard to
see. Its disutility would be enormous, quite apart
see_
from the cost and inconvenience. Evasion and
interference in the tests would almost certainly
follow any endeavour to make consequences of
quarantine flow from them.

National Identity (ID) Card
Nationa/ldentity
Some commentators have suggested that the
proposed "Australia ID Card" would be an exa:llent data base for recording AIDS victims and those
univer·
with HTLV-Ill antibodies. Certainly its universality would provides the convenient receptacle to

:N
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record such data. but given the danger of public
hysteria and prejudice, the price paid would be
enormous, and the efforts to disrupt and frustrate
such a universal system would be then inevitable.

'"
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state of the quarantine law.· ff the worst fears
concerning AIDS are vindicated. there will doubt·
less be some in Australia who will revive talk of
quarantine.

.'

Quarantine
MODEllATE HEAT: STRONO MEASURES

The demand has been voiced that homosexuals,
at least those with antibodies, shouk! be
quarantined. It should Dot be thought that quaran-

tine is unknown to Australia either. The record of
the early epidemics show that it was a nonnal. if
not typical, response to epidemic and pandemic
diseases for society to seek to protect itself by
isolating the victims. In the case of AIDS, the
problems arc those of identifying the sufferer and
distinguishing the conditions from which they
suffer. ff all persons with HTLY·111 antibodies
were to be isolated. that would require enonnous
resources because the number of persons with
antibodies is likely to be now or shortly in terms of
100.000 or more throughout Australia. Where will
we have the land? Where will we fmd the nursing
staff? Given the demands on resources competina
for government support, is it realistic to speak of
such a response? Would it not be unjust to the
70 per cent and more of those with antibodies who
will (for some reason that is still a mystery) not go
on to AIDS? To isolate them would not only
involve personal injustice and disruption to their
lives; it would threaten them with stigma and
discrimination. .Beyond that. it would disrupt their
families and dependants and would have its rippSe
effect through the economy. Again. the balance
between danger and reaction would be totally out
of joint.
In short. for quarantine laws to be necessary and
effective there has to be a coincidence of need and
capacity. In the case of AIDS, the condition is'
relatively uncontagious.l1' The numbers potentially
at risk are enormous. There being no cure, the
possibility of isolating a current victim and thereby
containing the disease is, in practical terms. nec1igible. Effective measures are more likely to be
directed with greater precision. Broad brush
approaches are not only likely to be ineffective.
They are likely to be so grossly expensive and
disruptive (as well as unjust) that they would not be
tmerated. at least at the present level of the
condition. Nevertheless. it is interesting to note that
in California consideration is being given to the·

'D

Sydney Morning HerakJ. 3 September 1985.

Compulsory Detention
Under English law, which we have inherited in
Australia, every hour of human liberty ,is deemed
precious. However. it is a measure of the concern
about AIDS that. in 1984 the United Kingdom
Parliament enacted the Public Health (Control of
Diseases) Act 1984. It came into operation in
respect of AIDS in March 1985. As explained. the
Act was intended for use in "exceptional circumstances". It allows for orders to be made fer
patients believed to have AIDS to be compulsorily
medically examined. It also allows for AIDS
patients to be removed to hospital and detained.
Restrictions can be placed on the handling and
removal of the body of an AIDS patient. The
Minister concerned assured the parliament that it
was not intended to use the legislation against
prostitutes. A news report in September 1985
indicated that ManChester magistrates had granted
an order detaining a twenty-nine-year-old AIDS
victim in hospital for three weeks against his
wishes. The patient was described as "bleeding
copiously from a large number of places". The
Chief Medical Officer felt that it was risky for him
to leave hospital.
However. a cbarity aiming to help AIDS victlrns
said that it would fIght the move in the courts:"The spectre of being imprisoned in hospital may
dissuade many people from being treated for the
illness. It will cause enormous problems." Similar
legislation to permit a chief medical offICer. satisfted
that there are reasonable grounds to believe that a
person has AIDS or a related disease. to require
that person to have a medical examination was
proposed in New South Wales.
Compulsory Reponing

Compubory reporting of contagious and infec·
tious diseases is a common response of the legal
system designed to achieve a number of objects.

ror

• R Pagano, "Quarantine Considered
Aids Victims"
(Californial. 4 Cal. Law. I Mareb 1984; N. Novick.
"Quarantincand AIOS",Conn. Mcd. (U.s.I. February 1985.
- As reported, Sydney Morning HutJ1d. 11 September
1985.
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These include measuring the disease: judging its
spread and distribution; determining its pattern and
Of prevention; ensuring treatment of
possible cure or
victims and if treatment is
is impossible or
unavailable, ensuring that they are warned and, if
necessary. isolated. In aa number of overseas
necessary,
countries AIDS has already been
bun added to the list
of notifiable diseases. Medical practitioners are
required, by law, to notify it to health authorities:
required.
Denmark, Iceland.
Iceland, Norway and Sweden. in
in Denmark.
Hungary and in three Canadian Provinces (British
Columbia. Ontario and Saskatchewan).
Saskatchewan).»
- It was
Columbia,
in the United States "have
reported that all States in
or are intending to make AIDS aa notifiable dis-

ease",'"

ease".~

this
The moves to require such notification of tbis
and other proclaimed diseases by medical practitioners in New South Wales under the aboveabove·
mentioned Public HetJlth (Procltzimed Diseases)
Amendment Act 1985 have been justified on the
bases just mentioned. However, the proposal as
originally cast drew fire
flrC from a disparate but
impressive group of opponents:
(i) The Council for Civil Liberties was reported as
saying that compulsory reporting would have a
"chilling effect" on voluntary submission to tests
because of the fear which the largest group of
people vulnerable to AIDS (homosexuals and bisexuals) have that they will thereby bring upon
themselves the status of a "legal
"'egal pariah".·
(ii) The Conference of Australian Labor Party
(ALP) Women opposed the proposa.l on the basis
that it would deter potential victims from seeking
medical advice. reassurance and guidance for fear
of bringing themselves within the possible criminal
• offence of "knowingly" passing on the disease.
What you do not "k.now" may sometimes help
protect you from criminal responsibility.·
responsibility.have pointed out that
(iii) Various commentators havc
one of the most "gossiped about" con·
conAIDS is onc
ditions. Fear is expressed of leakage of the information ,bout
about victims. with resulting loss of privacy,
identtrKia.tion
identif~tion and discrimination. Thus, already
within the homosexual community throughout
-Soc Australia. Depanment of Health. InrernatlomJl
/nrernatlomJl
Responses (0 AIDS.
A/DS. mOnognlph.
mOnognl.ph, 85n992,
85n992.
October
OCtober 1985.
J1 Ibid.
-T. RobertSOn, cited Sydney Morning Herald,
Herald. 6
..".'. ",. 1fT.
Legts/lJtj~
Legts/lJti~

November 1985.
If
:A As I'CpOrted.
I"CpOrled. Sydney Morning Herald, 1 November
1985
1985.. •
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Australia, pamphlets have been distributed titled
"'Beware
"Beware the Test!".
(iv) A
A number of lawyers have called to notice

the fact that medical privilege is not as extensive as
the privilege a lawyer confers upon his client.
Although the law on medical privilege varies in
different partS
parts of Australia.
Australia, in most States there is
no absolute right of a doctor to refuse to reveal
confidential information to a court. MM
(v) Dr Blewett, the
thc Federal Health Minister.
suggested that compulsory notification might be
"counter·pro:!uctivc"
very
"counter·pro:1uctivc" in
in turning away the vel'}'
people who need
need. to be
be identified.· This point was
also made by the New South Wales Privacy
Committee which asserted that it was essential to
guarantee confidentiality in order to fight the
problem as an issue or
of public health.·
(vi) A
A number of medical practitioners toot their
stand. Some lhreatened
threatened that they would be martyrs
to the new law rather than comply with it. f1 One
doctor wrote to the Sydney Morning
Momlng Herald in
praise of the
thc medical staff looking after AIDS
victims and suggested that threats of imprisonment
and fines of such people were entirely ill·placed.ill·placed.·

Shut the Clubs
As a consequence of these criticisms the measure
was substantially amended before introduction to
provide protections. including by court order.
against breach of doctor-patient confidentiality. A
further proposal for strong action is now under way
in the United States. By 416 to eight.
cight. the United
States Congress recently approved the allocation of
Federal funds to encourage the closure of homosex·
uaI clubs and baths.
- In New York.
baths.·
York., newly reo
elected Mayor Koch took steps under health law to
seek closure of one particular club which was
ignoring basic health precautions. • Steps have also
taken in California. Howevcr.
However. the courts have
been takcn
been resistant to the efforts to close such venues.
Possibly this resistance has been based upon a belief
preferable to endeavour to promote safety
that it is preferablc
by vigilance, in venues over which there is some
)I This is described in Sydney Obserwr, 20 September
M
1985, p. 21.
1985, p. 8.
•_ Sydney Daily Te/etUQPh.
T~/etUQPh. 25 September 1985.
Sydney Morning Herold.
Herold,S5 September 1985.
•_ SydI!~y
U Dr J. Gold, quoted SydI!~y
Sydney Morning H~rald.
Herald, 31 August
J7
1985..
1985
_ Letter
Letler to SydMY
Sydney Morning H~rald,
Herald,S5 September 1985.
,.
:II The Awrru/io.n. 4 October 1985. p. 4.
:)I
..
oW The Awtralio.n. 8 November 1985.
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control for hygiene, rather than forcing people
"underground" to venues even more at risk."
Australia. editorials have caned
called for an examinIn Australia,
ation of the closure of bathhouses. oJ The proposal
has been opposed in the homosexual press UoJ and by
many commentators, on the basis that it would be
counter-productive. It is a question of judgment.
counter-productive_
Will the spread of infection be stemmed in this
way? Or will it actually be increased by the
likelihood that sexual outlets be sought in circumstances even more at risk than in baths where
advice, condoms and that special enemy of the
advice.
AIDS virus (soap and water) are available in
plentiful quantities.

Employment
In the fteld of employment we are beginning to
see employer res(Xlnses.
resiXlnses. A recent re(Xlrl
reiXlrt suggested
that all British Airways stewards will now have to
declare sexual orientation. This was said to follow
the publicised discovery that a British Airways
hostess had AIDS from an affair with a bisexual
steward." An editorial in The Australian urged
that society would not tolerate a typhoid carrier in
a sandwich bar. So. it was said, society had a right
itself from AIDS victims in employment
to protect itsetf
iXlint made
where they put others at risk. But the (Xlint
by the Australian National Task Force, repeatedly,
is that AIDS is not a particularly infectious disease.
Save for intimate exchanges of body fluids. the
likelihood of infection is negligible. In these circumstances, responses by employers requiring the 10ss
stances.
loss
of privacy of employees are likely to be of limited
success. They may do disproportionate injustice
and provide a reservoir of prejudice quite unnecessary for the protection of the employer's business. let
alone the protection of the public.

andArmed
Prirons and
Armed Forces
People in disciplined situations are more susceptible to invasive investigation and therapy. It was so
when the homes of the working class were
subjected to compulsory carbolic cleansing during
18905. It is so today
the epidemic in Sydney in the 1890s.
in prisons and in the armed services. Already in the
Northern Territory it has been announced that
legislation will authorise the compulsory taking of
~1
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blood samples from prisoners to identify AIDS
victims." Similar testing of prisoners in New South
Wales was estimated to cost $1 million a year." It
was said that United States tests revealed that 10
per cent of the prison population suffered from
AIDS. So far only three AIDS victims have been
prisons..,
discovered in New South Wales prisons
. ., But what
is to be done when a prisoner is discovered to suffer
from AIDS? Is he or she to be isolated? Will the
resources be available for special treaun~nt? What
will be the consequence of the exposure of other
prisoners to the AIDS infection?
known, AIDS can be spread by sexual
As is weU known.
contact, but also by the use of infected syringes. It
is understood that condoms are available in prisons.
These may reduce or eliminate the risk of AIDS
from sexual contact. But how is our society to
approach the rerognition of drugs in prison and the
great risk which some prisoners will face that, by
the use and exchange of infected syringes, they are
exposed to the spread of the AIDS virus? It is
difficult, if not impossible, for prison authorities to
difficult.
sanction the use of drugs in prison by the provision
of clean, disposable needles. This problem presents
a true quandary. Is the reality of drug abuse in
prison to be recognised? Can it be stamped out as
the best solution? If it cannot, what is the
consequence of condoning or acknowledging the
repeated use of infected needles with the inevitable
virus as a consequence to
spread of the AIDS 'Virus
people in a dependent situation?
forces, compulsory tests have been
In the anned forces.
introduced in the United States. Whether they are
warranted and whether they will be introduced in
Australia does not appear to have been discussed in
the public media.

ofProstitutes
Registration of
Prostitutes
Prostitutes have been described as the "time
"crisis", Some reports suggest
bomb" of the AIDS "crisis".
that they will be the vectors by which the virus is
oommunity, via the
spread from the homosexual oommunity.
bisexual community, to the heterosexual majority.
have
The number of Australian men said to ha'Ve
experienced bisexual relationships has been
estimated at 20 per cent of the population. This is,
then, a very large potential sector. The Premier of
then.
Q.C.l has said
New South Wales {Mr
(Mr N. K. Wran Q.C.)
that he would consider registering prostitutes as a
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step towards control of the spread of AIDS in New
ProstiSouth Wales- Meanwhile, the Australian Prosti·
prostitutes CoUective has distributed pamphlets to prosti·
tutes urging the use of precautions, particularly
insistence upon
UJXln the use of condoms.· ParliamenParliamen·
tary inquiries into prostitution generally invok.e
outraged responses from the churches and other
groups, but if prostitutes are to be a channel for the
widespread penetration of the AIDS virus to the
generaJ community from the minority presently
concerned, it seems likely that legal regulation
con·
directed at prostitution will need to include consideration of health tests and other steps designed
to diminish the risk. of spreading the infection.
KnOWingly Committed Offences
Criminal Law: Knowingly

The introduction of criminal penalties against
those who "knowingly" spread the AIDS virus
raises the question of the balance between individ·
ual claims to privacy and the rights of other
individuals not to be knowingly infected. Given the
condeadly character of the Category A AIDS con·
dition, knowingly spreading that condition is obvi·
ously a cruel and anti-social act. Without the
consent of the victim, it may already be a crime, a
public health offence and possible a civil wrong
actionable in the courts.· Cases have already been
reported of the commencement of proceedings
proceedings: by
against. those wbo
who bave
have infected tbem.
them. II So
victims against
far, there have been comparatively few such cases
either in Australia or even the United States. But
we are likely to see many more. And as more
know~ge about AIDS, the test, antibodies and
the community, the
their significance spreads in tbe
consequences of wilful conduct, neglectful of the
rights of others, will attract the attention of the
• courts, but the criminal law of punishment and the
civil law of compensation are scant redress for
people who acquire a deadly condition. Even if
such cases can be brought before the court in time,
(POSSibly) both the victim and the
that is, before (possibly)
culprit have died, little beneficial vindication will be
CUlprit

..
- 1M Austrailtln,
Austrailtln. 30 August 1985.
• Australian Prostitutc$
Prostitutes Collective, AIDS Risk on tM
..
GarM. See also "Ticltinl
A~rtJser,
Garrw.
"'Ticltin& AIDS Bomb", Adelaide A~rtlser,
7 November 1985.
-4be Law is Reviewed", by R. N. Howie and P. J.
-'1be
4be Legal Response
Rc:spOnse to AIDS" in The Australian
Webb, '1be
(Septembet
Journal Of Forensic Scknce:s, Vol. 18, No. 1I (September
1985lat44.
'. 1985lal44.
tbe decision or
of Master Allen !Supreme
." See the
lSupreme Coun of
wker v. St V1ncents Hospital
New South· Walesl in l.IJker
(Darlinr!'u~t)and Anor, 11
(Darlinr!'u~t)and
II October 1985.

June., 1986

secured, Much more useful may be concentration
secured.
by society on prevention. Punishment or money
comfon to
after acquisition of the condition is small comfort
those who suffer.

Low KEy APPROACH
''Safe.sex''
Condoms and ''Safe
Sex"

Because AIDS is carried by body fluids, particusemen, a great deal of attention has
larly blood and semen.
been paid to promoting the availability of condoms.
JXlll II 56 per cent of
According to a recent JXlU
Australians think that condoms should be on sale at
supermark.ets, There would be some church and
supermark.ets.
other opposition, concerned about the impact on
the young, but this impact must be weighed against
the need for protection of the young who remain
the most sexually active and therefore the most at
risk., The need for legislation to pennit the sale at
risk..
supermarkets and then the need to encourage stores
actually to carry the product requires the attention
of health agencies. The recent announcement in
New South Wales of the intention to change
regulations to pennit the use of automatic vending
machines for the sale of condoms in public toilets
and other places of common resort is an inevitable
that. "Captain
consequence of the recognition that
Condom" may be the chief practical weapon in the
war against AIDS, at least until a vaccine is
developed," The free availability of condoms in
places of JXltential
potential sexual encounter and provision
of literature on the utility of condoms are necessary
to overcome the fatalism of some who suspect that
they may already have the condition; the resistance
others to the change of sexual activity funda·
fundaof otbers
selfmentally important to their identity; and self·
esteem and the resistance that is said to exist in
the use of this barrier to intimate
some quarters to tbe
contact, Yet the resistance must be overcome by
contact.
education. Social JXllicy
policy and the law must give a
high priority, it is submitted, to promoting the use
so-called "safe
of the condom and to explaining SO<alled
said, unless sexual
sex". As the Aids Task Force has said.
habits can be changed - something that is extremely diffICult to achieve - there will continue to
be a high toll.... Fortunately, ·the decline in the
reported,•
incidence of AIDS in Australia recently reported
Novembet 1985.
November
Ausrro/imt,
Australimt, 24 October 1985.
..
... Th~ Austra/km,
Australian, 1 February 1985. See also R. L. Cohen,
"Conflicting Rights of Privacy and the Duty of Disclosure
""Conflicting
between Sexual Partners",
Partners". Law Med. Health Care (U.S.)
Dcu:mber
II, 264.
Dco::mber 1983, 11,
Sun·H~ra/d. 3
II Sun·H~rald,

See

II Sec

Th~
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suggests that the education campaign may already
have had some success.

companies on the grounds of AIDS. Time does not
permit the exploration of these questions.

Pass Card

LAw KEEP OuT?

One recent report has suggested the development
in the United States of a card which indicates that a
person is free of the AIDS virus. It is reported that
personal advertisements Ix>ast that the advertiser is
antibodies "negative". But as Dr Blewett has
pointed out, such cards and boasts may be of little
encounter if the
use, being "spent" upon their first enCOunter
other partner brings contact with the AIDS virus.
The whole notion of such a "pass" seems ineffective.

Transfusion and Transplants
Blood Trans/uslon

.,

;)I

countries, including Australia.
Australia,
In a number of countries.
steps have been taken to introduce protections
against unintended introduction of the AIDS virus
to victims through blood transfusion or organ
transplants. Amendments throughout Australia
have introduced offences to discourage the
certiflcation by people at
nation of blood without certiflCation
risk of AIDS. II
Per1:laps more importantly, the introduction of
Pernaps
screening agents has reduced the risk of unintended
cross-infection. But questions remain. One such
question recently came before Master AlIen in the
Supreme Court of New South Wales. A victim of
AIDS, allegedly suffered by reason of blood transfusion, sought an order for the identification of the
name of the donor. This was denied by Master
Allen, II He said it would betray the privacy of not
Allen.
only the donor in question but of all blood donors.
In the United States, as in Australia. there are
several cases where blood banks are being sued.
The liability of manufacturers and distributors of
blood products is already the subject of numerous
law review articles. In'

*

Other Measures

,l

There are many other legal measures which
should be mentioned. They include a New York
proposal that aU applicants for a marriage licence
be required to undergo the AIDS test and that law
should forbid discrimination by insurance

~"

e.J.. the HuttJQn
Hu1tJQn Tt.mR! (Amendment) Act 1985
liSee, e.J.,
(NS.W.).
,. See n. 51. ante.
!I
U M. A
A.. .G::.lante.
-G::.lante. YBIood·products
YBIood-products maker can be
be: liable in
Sf
Kadzielski.
AIDS case", Nat. U., 29 April 1985; M. A. Kadzielski,
"Califomia's New Legislation on Aids" L.A. Lawyer, August
"California's
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Finally, there are those who urge that the law
should keep out of this problem. They contend that
a public heakh issue which requires novel and
it is a
supportive public health responses, not laws. These
responses should be compassionate for the victims
U'le principal
principa.l
and should remember that they are tI'le
sufferers who need the support of society and of its
infrastructure. Often they are even more in need of
such support because of the 'lack of family support
upon which other victims of earlier epidemics could
draw.
Upon this view, the proper approach is to do
nothing at all that discourages people from seeking
the test. Education, including that in the classroom,
is said to be the best and most effective response far more likely to contain the spread of AIDS virus
by explaining "safe sex" than by relying on the
dimly-perceived risk of criminal punishment or civil
inf'mitely less frightenaction. These are, after all, inf"mitely
ing, contemplated in potential, than the acquisition
of the terminal condition itself.
Given that the high risk groups are already
accustomed to discrimination, alienation and is0lation, the introduction of punitive measures, compulsory reporting and criminal offences may be
seen as JUSt the latest "backlash" of a prejudiced
society. This feeling is encouraged when it is
accompanied by legislation, such as is reported to
Queensland, forbidding the sal. of
be planned in Queensland.
"deviants... • Only two
alcohol to "perverts" and "deviants".·
States of Ausvalia have anti-discrimination laws
providing an avenue of redress to homosexuals.
Soutb
These are New South Wales- and South
Australia.· In the United States, in response to
homiT
growing evidence of discrimination against homlT
sexuaIs generally and victims of AIDS in particular, n proposals have been made in some places for
Amendment Act 1985.
1985,
-Liquor Act muJ Other Acts Amendmenl
No. 81,s. 23.
Anti·DiscriminDtian Act 1977 (N.S. W). See
sec the Annual
- Anti·DlscriminDtian
Report. 1984,
Anti·Disaimination Board IN.5.
(NS.W.).
Report,
J984, of the Anti·Disclimination
W.1, at
pp.107-110.
pp.107·110.
Act 1976 IS.A.).
- Equai Opportunity ACl1976
Beeman, "AIDS-based Discrimination is Grow·
n W. U. Beeman.
int
States". LA. Daily J, 21 January 1985; A.
in, in the United States'",
Leonard. "'Employment
"Employment Discrimination Against Persons
S. Lconatd,
with AIDS" (1985)
(19851 10 Uni. Dayton L. Rev. 681; F. J.
Ftaheny, "A Legal Emergency Brewing Over AIDS" (1984)
National LJ. 1.
6 NationaJ
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new
new laws
laws to
to give
give added
added protection
protection to
to the
the victims
victims of
of
AIDS. The
The object
object of
of aa Los
Los Angeles
Angeles Bill.
Bill.
AIDS.
unanimously adopted
adopted by
by the
the City
City Council.
Council. was
was to
to
unanimously
forbid
forbid and
and redress
redress discrimination
discrimination against
against AIDS
AIDS
victims.victims.Some commentators
commentators are
are urging
urging that
that itit isis necessnecessSome
ary
ary to
to attack
attack the
the basic
basic causes
causes of
of alienation
alienation and
and selfselfdeprecation
deprecation which
which promote
promote unhealthy
unhealthy life
life styles
styles
amongst
amongst homosexuals.
homosexuals. There
There isis some
some evidence
evidence that.
that,
despite the
the set-back
set-back caused
caused by
by the
the AIDS
AIDS problem.
problem,
despite
that progress
progress continues
continues to
to be
be made
made in
in some
some quar·
quar·
that
by the
the
ters. For
For example,
example, the
the recent
recent announcement
announcement by
ters.
Federal Minister
Minister for
for Immigration
Immigration of
of more
more tolerant
tolerant
Federal
approaches
to claims
claims by
by persons
persons with
with steady
steady homohomoapproaches to
sexual
sexual relationships
relationships for
for immigration
immigration visas.
visas, reprepresents aa step in
in the direction of promotion of (or at
least not destroying) the chance of monogamous
relationships rather than multiple sex partners. The
latter bring the risk
risk of infection and cross-infection.
frequently. in the law. we attack symptoms
All too frequently,
and not the underlying issue. If the underlying issue
is prejudice. stereotyping and discrimination
against particular groups in
in our community,
community. we
must be on our guard lest the AIDS problem should
be blown out of proportion and result in turning
the clock back, making the homosexual population
bisexual population) the
(and apparently a large biseXual
scapegoats - just as the Chinese were made the
scapegoats in the smallpox outbreak in Sydney of
1881 and the plague outbreak of 1900. Consensual
homoseXual conduct is still illegal in some
adult homosexual
parts of Australia. This situation, obviously in the
of the causes of
process of being reversed, is one of.
alienation. It is very difficult in those jurisdictions
where consensual conduct between adults is unJawfuJ (and liable to stigmatisation and severe penal.. ties) for authorities to confront the spread of AIDS
with success. For success depends upon winning
the confidence and securing the co-operation and
trust of that group in the community which is most
at risk. It is at risk,not
risk.not only
onJy as to itself but as to all
members of the community. Therefore,
Therefore. the importas. Bottorff. "City Ready to RoD Against ViolatOr!; of

I.. Vol. 98, p.
AIDS Bias Law", L.A. Daily I.,
Po I.I, 1985.
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ance
ance of
of winning
winning truSt
trust and
and securing
securing co-operation
co-operation

cannot
cannot be
be overstated.
overstated. It
It isis in
in everyone's
everyone's interests,
interests,
especially
especially potential
potential victims,
victims, homosexuals
homosexuals and
and
heterosexuals.
heterosexuals.
A
be made
made here
here by
by the
the
A great
great contribution
contribution must
must be
media.
called lor.
lor. Generally
Generally
media. Some
Some self·restraint
self-restraint isis called
speaking,
of the
the AIDS
AIDS prepre·
speaking, the
the media's
media's coverage
coverage of
dicament
There have
have been
been
dicament has
has been
been responsible.
responsible. There
some
some notable
notable exceptions.
exceptions. The
The danger
danger of
of irresponirresponsible
does not
not have
have to
to be
be judged
judged by
by
sible media
media coverage
coverage does
reference
and alarm
alarm that
that
reference to
to the
the public
public hysteria
hysteria and
occurred
the epidemics
epidemics of
of the
the nineteenth
nineteenth cencen·
occurred in
in the
tury.
tury. One
One person
person recently
recently contacted
contacted aa doctor,
doctor,
trembling
had been
been in
in aa
trembling with
with fear,
fear. because
because she
she had
swimming
swimming pool
pool with
with aa homosexual
homosexual five
five years
years
previously and was petrified that her punishment
would be infection with AIDS." lrresponsible
Irresponsible
journalism can inflame such public passions. It can
propel politicians into rash and counter·producti¥c
counter·productive
action. It can isolate the group whose full c0c0operation is necessary to reduce the risk to
to them
and to the whole population.
population, while it can promote
needless fears and anxieties
anXieties amongst good citizens.
citizens,
just for the sake of a cheap headline or aa superficial.
superficial,
alannist programme. The issue of AIDS is bigger
than that. It deserves restrained and compassionate
attention by all of us.
It is futile to talk about freedom, democracy and
the Australian way of life"
life lol if,
if. when we are put to a
test. we are neglectful of the civil rig.ltts of fellow·
citizens and foolish, ill-considered,
ill-considered. ilI-directed and
inefficient in our legal responses to an important
challenge to public health. There is no doubt that
the AIDS virus will test the skills of our scientists,
the compassion of our health workers, the balance
of our politicians and the restraint of our popu·
Iation.
lation. The need for balance and restraint is the
lesson that is taught to us by reflection upon the
melancholy response of our society to earlier crises
time. we do
of this kind. Let us hope that this time,
better.
-Soc criticism of programme on Channel 10, Sydney,
Sydney.
"Soc
Star.18October
at p. 1.
I.
Star. 18 October 1985, atp.
..
AwtrtJlian. 26 July 1985.
101 Th~ AwtrtJ/ian.

